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Abstract
Although multiple sclerosis (MS) is frequently accompanied by visuo-cognitive impair-
ment, especially functional brain mechanisms underlying this impairment are still not well
understood. Consequently, we used a functional MRI (fMRI) backward masking task to
study visual information processing stratifying unconscious and conscious in MS. Specifi-
cally, 30 persons with MS (pwMS) and 34 healthy controls (HC) were shown target stim-
uli followed by a mask presented 8–150 ms later and had to compare the target to a
reference stimulus. Retinal integrity (via optical coherence tomography), optic tract integ-
rity (visual evoked potential; VEP) and whole brain structural connectivity (probabilistic
tractography) were assessed as complementary structural brain integrity markers. On a
psychophysical level, pwMS reached conscious access later than HC (50 vs. 16 ms,
p < .001). The delay increased with disease duration (p < .001, β = .37) and disability
(p < .001, β = .24), but did not correlate with conscious information processing speed
(Symbol digit modality test, β = .07, p = .817). No association was found for VEP and reti-
nal integrity markers. Moreover, pwMS were characterized by decreased brain activation
during unconscious processing compared with HC. No group differences were found dur-
ing conscious processing. Finally, a complementary structural brain integrity analysis
showed that a reduced fractional anisotropy in corpus callosum and an impaired connec-
tion between right insula and primary visual areas was related to delayed conscious
access in pwMS. Our study revealed slowed conscious access to visual stimulus material
in MS and a complex pattern of functional and structural alterations coupled to uncon-
scious processing of/delayed conscious access to visual stimulus material in MS.
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Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a chronic inflammatory and neurodegenerative
disease of the central nervous system (DeLuca, Chiaravalloti, &
Sandroff, 2020) and people with MS (pwMS) suffer from accumulating
impairment in multiple functional systems (Pinto et al., 2020). From a
patients' perspective cognition and vision are two of the three most
valuable bodily functions besides mobility (Heesen et al., 2018). While
40–70% of pwMS have cognitive impairments in information processing
speed, episodic memory, and executive function (Julian, 2011;
Sumowski et al., 2018), more than 50% of pwMS are also affected by
visual deficits (Balcer, Miller, Reingold, & Cohen, 2015). Retinal integrity
and visual acuity are correlated with cognitive performance like informa-
tion processing speed and memory (Bruce, Bruce, & Arnett, 2007;
Jakimovski et al., 2021; Nguyen et al., 2018; Wieder et al., 2013).
Processing of visual information might be compromised anywhere
between the retina and higher-level brain areas and effect thus cogni-
tive performance (van Gaal, de Lange, & Cohen, 2012).
Cognition in general needs both conscious (Ansorge, Kunde, &
Kiefer, 2014) and unconscious information processing (Horga &
Maia, 2012). Specifically, cognitive functions including working
memory (Soto, Mäntylä, & Silvanto, 2011), inhibitory control (Van
Gaal, Ridderinkhof, Scholte, & Lamme, 2010), task selection (Lau &
Passingham, 2007) and decision-making (Custers & Aarts, 2010;
Pessiglione et al., 2008) are known to be effected by unconscious
processing of visual information. For visual information, the initial
processing between the retina and the primary visual cortical areas
can be considered as unconscious (Leopold, 2012). However,
beyond the primary visual system, spatially segregated brain path-
ways of unconscious and conscious processing have been identi-
fied. In this context, the so called two stream theory describes
the basic topology of the information flow beyond primary visual
areas (Milner & Goodale, 2008; Narain, 2005). The dorsal stream
(“where,” parietal lobe) is known to be related with unconscious
visual processing while the ventral stream (“what,” temporal lobe)
belongs to the conscious processing (Rossetti, Pisella, & McIntosh,
2017). Conceptually, all information are initially processed uncon-
sciously and impaired structural connection might result in higher
rates of stimuli that fail to reach consciousness but might be impor-
tant for high level cognitive functions (Dijksterhuis & Nordgren,
2006; Marchetti, 2018). Therefore, dealing with the access con-
sciousness could be important for the cognitive impairment in
MS. However, it is yet unclear in how far the transition from uncon-
scious processing to conscious processing is altered in MS and how
and where it is associated with impaired visual system.
Backward masking is an established technique to study visuo-
cognitive information processing (Breitmeyer & Ogmen, 2000; Stein &
Sterzer, 2014) that allows to distinguish and evaluate performance
for unconscious and conscious processing as well as to estimate
the transition from one to the other (Breitmeyer & Ogmen, 2010). Brain
regions triggered by such a task can be identified by functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI). So far, occipital inferior parietal, prefrontal,
and cingulate cortex have been associated with visual backward masking
using task based fMRI in healthy controls (HC) (Dehaene et al., 2001;
Diaz & McCarthy, 2007; Green et al., 2005; Kleinschmidt, Büchel,
Hutton, Friston, & Frackowiak, 2002; Kranczioch, Debener,
Schwarzbach, Goebel, & Engel, 2005; Lau & Passingham, 2006; Sterzer,
Haynes, & Rees, 2008; Watanabe et al., 2011) as well as in schizophre-
nia patients (Berkovitch, Del Cul, Maheu, & Dehaene, 2018; Green
et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2014) and in a case report of epilepsy patient
(Gaillard et al., 2006). However, it is still not known whether there is a
similar or specific activation pattern in pwMS.
In this study, we aimed to explore the alterations within the visual
processing pathways and their relationship with conscious and uncon-
scious processing during a backward-masking task in MS. To follow
this aim we combined clinical assessments, optical coherence tomog-
raphy (OCT), visual evoked potential (VEP), structural MRI, and DTI
with the fMRI task. We hypothesized that MS patients show impaired
performance during the task and a longer access time to conscious
processing compared with healthy controls. Moreover, we assumed
that such findings correlate with altered functional cortical activation
and structural alterations in the visual pathways.
2 | METHODS
2.1 | Participants, clinical assessments, and data
acquisition
We recruited pwMS and HC through the MS day clinic of the Institute
of Neuroimmunology and Multiple Sclerosis (INIMS) between January
2019 and January 2020. Participants were not related. All participants
gave written informed consent prior to any testing under this proto-
col. We obtained ethical approval from the local ethic committee of
Hamburg Chamber of Physicians (Registration Number PV5557). For
the MS group, the following inclusion criteria were applied: (a) MS
based on the revised McDonald criteria 2010 (Polman et al., 2011)
(b) EDSS score; 0–6.0 for Relapsing–remitting MS and 3.0–6.0 for the
progressive MS cohort based on the Lorscheider et al. (Lorscheider
et al., 2016); (c) no relapse in the last 12 month. The following inclu-
sion criteria were applied for both HC and pwMS: (d) no other major
neurological or psychiatric disorder (such as depression or schizophre-
nia); (e) naïve to psychoactive drugs such as antidepressants; (f) age
between 18 and 65 years. HC and pwMS were excluded based on the
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following criteria: cataract and other ophthalmological diseases (such
as uveitis and glaucoma), neuromyelitis optical spectrum disease,
astigmatism higher than 3 dpt, hyperopia higher than 5 dpt and myo-
pia lower than −7dpt.
All participants underwent a clinical assessment including out-
comes for disability, cognitive performance and vision. Moreover, we
performed an OCT to determine retinal integrity, VEP and a MRI ses-
sion including the backward masking fMRI-task, conventional T1- and
T2-structural imaging and DTI. All assessments were performed within
the same day.
2.1.1 | Clinical assessments
Disability of pwMS was assessed by the expanded disability status scale
(EDSS) (Kurtzke, 1983). The symbol digit modalities test (SDMT) (Smith,
1982) was used as an indicator of the overall cognitive function although
it measures mainly information processing speed (Benedict et al., 2017).
For descriptive purposes, we report SDMT values as SD from available
norm data adjusted for sex, age and education (Köhler et al., 2017).
9-Hole Peg Test (NHPT) (Backman et al., 1992; Chan, 2000) and the
Timed-25 food walk (T25FW) were used in the neurological assessment.
All participants performed a visual system assessment including OCT,
VEP, high contrast visual acuity (HCVA) at a distance of 5 m (Snellen),
low contrast visual acuity (LCVA, Sloan charts at 2.5%) and the area
under the log contrast sensitivity function (AULCSF) assessed with the
quantitative contrast sensitive function (qCSF) test which is a computer-
ized test which uses a Bayesian adaptive method to assess the full CSF
(Stellmann, Young, Pöttgen, Dorr, & Heesen, 2015). The complete con-
trast sensitivity function with a combination of different contrasts were
detected by a device qualified by three bandpass-filtered Sloan letters in
each of 25 trials with three letters on a 46-in. computer screen at a 5 m
viewing distance.
2.1.2 | Optical coherence tomography
OCT measurements were acquired by Heidelberg-Spectralis SD-OCT
System by experienced operators. Macular volume and individual reti-
nal layer (thickness) assessments comprised 30 × 25 OCT volume
scan protocol (61 B-scans; ART = 13 frames) centered on the fovea
and a ring scan centered on the optic nerve head. All scans were
checked for OSCAR-IB quality criteria. Then, retinal layers were seg-
mented semi-automatically. Retinal nerve fiber layer thickness (RNFL)
was calculated on a 3 mm ring. Total macular volume and ganglion
cell/inner plexiform layer (GCIPL) volume were extracted as 3 mm cyl-
inder around the fovea centralis.
2.1.3 | VEP
VEP of each patient was recorded with a Nihon Kohden Neuropack
System (Nihon Kohden Europe GmbH, Rosbach, Deutschland). The
examination consisted of a fixed protocol for all subjects and took
place in a dark room. Display to eye distance was 120 cm and we used
full-field monocular stimulation by pattern reversal black on white
checkerboards. Two electrodes, fc (on top of the head, frontal central)
and oc (occipital central, at the back of the head) were positioned.
Electrical grounding was fixed on the lower left hand. Potentials were
measured at a frequency of 1 Hz and 5 μA and P100 latencies which
shows as peak followed by a deep drop of the curve were calculated.
The examination was done twice for each eye, where one examina-
tion consisted of at least 60 averaged measurements. During the
examination, participants covered the unexamined eye by holding
their hand or wearing an eyepatch and were seated in a comfortable
chair. Wearing a glass or contact-lens, and so forth during the exami-
nation was mandatory if it is needed.
2.1.4 | MRI data acquisition
All participants underwent a 3 T MRI equipped with 32-channel head
coil (Prisma, Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany). The same
MRI protocol was applied to all participants and included DTI, the
task-based fMRI and conventional structural MR imaging. Conven-
tional MRI involved 3D T1-weighted (W) magnetization-prepared
rapid acquisition with gradient echo (MPRAGE) for calculation of
high-resolution volume/cortical thickness and T2-weighted and Flair
sequences for lesion masking. Please find the parameters of each MRI
sequence in Supporting Information (SI) MRI data acquisition.
2.2 | Experimental design of task-based fMRI
We used a modified version of the visual backward masking paradigm
(Reuter et al., 2009) adapted to a task-based fMRI experiment. The
task is considered to be a valuable tool to study visual information
processing (including visual awareness and attention) throughout the
entire visual system up to high level cognitive processes. The two
major mechanisms of the paradigm are probably the erasure or the
interrupt of the stimulus processing by the mask. The task has been
recognized as providing reliable experimental estimates about the
transition from nonconscious to conscious perception (Breitmeyer &
Ogmen, 2000). The fMRI stimulus for the masking experiment was
created by Psychophysics Toolbox Version-3 in MATLAB (http://
psychtoolbox.org/). In the masking experiment, first, a target number
(1, 4, 6, or 9) (color: black, Arabic number, font: courier new, size:
20, background-color: white, that is, high contrast) was presented dur-
ing 16 ms in one of four locations relative to 1.4 visual angle to the
fixation cross. Then, after one of randomly presented eight possible
stimulus onset asynchronies (SOA): 8, 16, 33, 50, 66, 83, 100, 150 ms,
the mask including another number (1, 4, 6, or 9) and three letters
(E, M, E) was placed around the target number without touching it for
250 ms at 1 from the fixation cross (Figure 1). SOAs were presented
in a block-wise fashion (eight blocks for eight SOAs). Since previous
studies detected strong correlations between subjective and objective
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measures for pwMS and HC (Reuter et al., 2007, 2009), we obtained
only objective measures. Participants were asked to compare the tar-
get number with five and responses were collected with two buttons
(right hand: target >5, left hand: target <5). Each trial lasted for 2 s
and each block for each SOA involved 40 trials (Figure 1). After each
block, a white screen with a fixation cross was presented as a resting
block for 30 s. This design was presented via an LCD screen in the
scanner room which had resolution: 1920 x 1,200 (60 Hz), 2400 screen,
52 cm wide and 115 cm from the participant's eyes to the screen.
2.3 | Behavioral data
We computed the accuracy (% of correct answers) as the primary perfor-
mance outcome for each SOA. Missing responses within the 2 s trial
duration were treated as wrong answers. Accuracy (objective perfor-
mance) was treated as a nonlinear function of the SOA and the point of
the fastest increase in accuracy, corresponding to the inflection point is
the access threshold to conscious processing, characterizing the transition
between unconscious (i.e., subliminal and/or preconscious processing in
the existence of the lack of awareness) and conscious processing (Del
Cul, Baillet, & Dehaene, 2007). To obtain access threshold to conscious
processing (inflection point) for both each person and each group, we
used nonlinear regression to estimate the objective performance as a
function of SOA using Taylor regression estimator which is available in
the RootsExtremaInflections package of R (Christopoulos, 2014) and can
work for discrete and noisy values. In this method, Taylor polynomial of a
smooth function f around a point ρ is used:
f xð Þ= a0 + a1 x−ρð Þ+ a2 x−ρð Þ2 + a3 x−ρð Þ3 +…+ an x−ρð Þn
At the minimum absolute value of the coefficient a2, the
corresponding point ρ is the estimator of inflection point.
Reaction times were also recorded.
2.4 | Analysis of task-based fMRI
Preprocessing of the fMRI data were done as described in Bowring et al.,
(Bowring, Maumet, & Nichols, 2019) using SPM12 (Ashburner
et al., 2013). Briefly, to adjust for head motion, geometric distortions and
physiological effects such as random drifts, breathing, and heartbeats, we
applied slice timing and realignment to the fMRI data. Following the spa-
tial normalization to the MNI space, the normalized data was smoothed
by 8 mm full width at half maximum (FWHM) Gaussian kernel. The
preprocessed data of each participant were then entered into the first
level analysis where the data were modeled for each of the following
three experimental conditions: conscious, unconscious and neutral. We
used the groups' average access threshold to conscious processing to
define unconscious SOAs (SOA < = inflection point) and conscious SOAs
(SOA > inflection point) blocks. We extracted five different contrasts;
conscious, unconscious, conscious versus neutral and unconscious versus
neutral and whole SOAs versus neutral for each subject. Before the
group comparison, whole SOAs versus neutral contrast of each subject
was entered into a one sample t test to extract the fixed effect in each
group. Then, the group differences (pwMS vs. HC) of each contrast were
calculated. All results were corrected for the multiple comparison as
mentioned in the Statistics session at cluster and at voxel level.
2.5 | Processing of structural imaging data
Processing of structural MR imaging data included the following steps:
First, to avoid segmentation errors, we performed lesion filling on
T1W. T2W images was used to identify and outline manually the
lesions. For this aim; T1W images were registered to MNI template
and then to T2W for each subject using functional imaging software
library (FSL, version 5.0, www. fmrib.ox.ac.uk). Then, lesion maps
[T1-hypo and T2-hyper] were extracted semi-automatically by Ana-
lyze 11.0 software (AnalyzeDirect, www.analyzedirect.com). Following
the masking, lesion-filling procedure was performed using FSL (FSL,
version 5.0, www. fmrib.ox.ac.uk).
After lesion-filling, an automated procedure was performed on T1
to assess the volume and cortical thickness for each subject using
Freesurfer (Fischl et al., 2002). For the successful segmentation of the
whole brain, the automated algorithm included removal of nonbrain
tissue (skull, eyeballs and skin). For obtaining the regional measures of
cortical volumes, cortical surface reconstruction methods were
involved. Following the removal of white matter residual which is
F IGURE 1 Design of the fMRI experiment. The target was
presented in one of four positions for 16 ms (1.4 visual angel to the
fixation cross). The mask was presented as three letters (E, M, and E)
and another number (1, 4, 6, or 9) during 250 ms at 1 from the
fixation cross. The mask enclosure was placed around the target
number without touching it. The subjects were asked to press the
right button if the target number was greater than 5 and the left
button if it was less than 5. The illustrated design for a single trial was
repeated 40 times for each stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) and
followed by a resting block of 30 s
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involved in “autorecon” processing steps of Freesurfer (https:// surfer.
nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/fswiki/recon-all), each subject was registered
to Destrieux atlas using spherical registration. White matter and
gray matter volume of each subject was divided by total intracranial
volume of each subject to normalize the calculated parenchymal frac-
tion. In addition, we manually corrected the brain masks and gray/
white matter segmentations for each subject. Finally, gray-matter
parcellation of 80 regions (total: 160) for each hemisphere was speci-
fied based on the Destrieux atlas (2009) (Destrieux, Fischl, Dale, &
Halgren, 2010) to perform the structural connectivity analysis. The
FreeSurfer fsaverage subject was used to detect each node's location.
We then compared cortical thickness between pwMS and con-
trols and extracted the correlation between cortical thickness and the
time to access consciousness using general linear model (GLM) con-
trolling for age and sex using Freesurfers' Qdec (www.surfer.nmr.mgh.
harvard.edu) (See Supporting Information Cortical thickness).
We calculated the structural connectivity based on the probabilis-
tic tractography. Please find the detailed information of the
processing in the section of “Structural connectivity” at Supporting
Information. Briefly, probabilistic tractography was performed using
MRTRIX3 (Tournier et al., 2019) as described in Besson et al. (2014) in
a recent paper from our group (Has Silemek et al., 2020). FSL software
(Behrens, Berg, Jbabdi, Rushworth, & Woolrich, 2007) was used to
perform the preprocessing of the DTI data and then to extract the
DTI fitting. Strength as a measure of structural connectivity was calcu-
lated as the sum of weighted connections within and between each
node for each subject. To extract the structural connectivity matrices,
mean FA between every pair of gray matter regions i and j that had at
least one fiber with a minimum length threshold of 20 mm exceed a
threshold of 0.7.
2.5.1 | Network based statistics
To perform statistical correlations and group comparison analysis of
structural connections that we extracted in the Section 2.5, we used the
networks based statistics (NBS) (Zalesky, Fornito, & Bullmore, 2010) tool-
box implemented in MATLAB R2016 as describe in McColgan et al.
(McColgan et al., 2017). We predefined a stepwise selection approach to
identify regions (nodes) and connections (edges) that are associated with
the time to access consciousness. First, we extracted subnetworks
including only those nodes and edges that showed a significant correla-
tion with the inflection point—either in patients or controls. Next, we
determined which part of these networks differed significantly between
patients and controls. In NBS, first, a t statistic is calculated for each indi-
vidual edge of the connectivity network. A set of suprathreshold connec-
tions was formed by a primary threshold of p < .05 (uncorrected). Five
thousand permutation tests were applied to assign a FWE corrected
p-value to each connected component based on its size. The size of an
effect was calculated based on its extent rather than intensity to find the
number of edges comprised in the component (Baggio et al., 2018). For
the correlation analysis, F-test was applied and the inflection point of
each subject was the fixed effect of interest. Then, we investigated
differences of the connectivity between pwMS and controls in those
subnetworks that were correlated with the inflection point. For group
analysis, two sampled t test was used following the permuting test
(5,000 permutation) controlling by FWE correction (p < .05) using NBS.
Age and sex were used as adjusting covariates for the correlation analysis
and group analysis. A threshold of t-score higher than 3.1 was used for
cluster definition. For reporting, we visualized the association between
selected nodes and edges and delayed access to consciousness with dot
plots and simple regression estimates.
2.5.2 | Tract based spatial statistics
Tract based spatial statistics (TBSS) was performed to compare the
whole brain fiber bundles between the groups by enabling the statisti-
cal evaluation of variations in the major white matter pathways voxel-
by-voxel as described in Smith et al. (2006). Linear mixed models were
applied to compare the mean FA of region of interests (ROI) that were
drawn based on TBSS analysis and their correlations with the behav-
ioral inflection point adjusting by age and sex. Please see Supporting
Information TBSS for more detailed information.
2.5.3 | Structural connectivity between the
clusters of altered functional activation
In addition to NBS analysis, we performed a post hoc analysis by calculat-
ing the structural connectivity only between those regions that showed an
altered activation during the task. Briefly, we extracted the clusters, trans-
formed them into the individual diffusion space, and performed probabilis-
tic tractography as mentioned above. Again, we extracted mean FA of the
streamlines as a measure of structural connectivity.
2.6 | Statistics
All analyses were performed using statistics in R 3.2.3 including the
LMER (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015), the igraph
(Csardi & Nepusz, 2006), RootsExtremaInflections (Christopoulos,
2019) and inflection (Christopoulos, 2014) packages. We compared
the age using Student t tests. Chi-square test with Yates's continu-
ity correction was applied for the sex comparison. To investigate
further comparisons and association between outcomes, we used
linear mixed effect models corrected for age and sex and correcting
for recurrent measurements in single patients (e.g., eyes). We
extracted standardized beta values to compare the strength of
association between outputs. For the group comparison of each
contrast in the fMRI analysis, statistical factorial design specifica-
tion was done in SPM12 involving two-sample t test adjusted by
the two covariates age and sex. One-sample t test was also used
for only the fixed effect analysis to see the general fMRI experi-
ment pattern (i.e., whole SOA vs rest) in each group. All p values
mentioned in the results section are corrected for multiple
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comparisons either by FDR or FWE. FDR was applied and corrected
p-values <.05 were considered as significant. FWE based on the
random field theory provides more specific inference about topo-
logical features (i.e., cluster level) rather than voxel-wise FDR cor-
rection, while FDR provides more sensitive interpretation in
domestic features (Chumbley & Friston, 2009). Therefore, we used
FWE correction with p < .05 for the interpretation of the topologi-
cal features of spatially extended fMRI signals and structural con-
nectivity. For the individual level of multiple testing, we used FDR
correction (p < .05).
3 | RESULTS
3.1 | Demographic information, visual functioning,
and integrity of the anterior visual system
We recruited 30 pwMS with low to moderate disability and an aver-
age disease duration of 8 years since first symptoms. HC (n = 34) did
not differ concerning age (p = .559) and sex (p = .452). pwMS were
treated by fumarate, rituximab, interferon-beta, glatirameracetate,
natalizumab, fingolimod, teriflunomid, alemtuzumab, ocrelizumab.
Normative data were used to assess SDMT scores and the scores
were on average 1.5 SD below the norm which might indicate a mild
cognitive impairment. Thirteen of 30 pwMS had optic neuritis. When
we compared eyes with and without a history of optic neuritis
among these patients, we detected no differences for visual assess-
ments, OCT and VEP (Figure S1 and Table S1). In addition, we
observed no difference in SDMT performances between patients
with and without optic neuritis (p = .726). Overall, pwMS had a slight
impairment of visual functioning in comparison to HC: Besides a
reduced LCVA (Sloan charts at 2.5%) (p < .001), we observed
reduced AULCSF (p = .003), that is an estimate of visual acuity over
the complete contrast and spatial frequency spectrum. However,
HCVA at a distance of 5 m (Snellen) was not impaired. Moreover, we
observed no prolonged VEP (i.e., indicating the transmission of sig-
nals from the retina to the primary visual cortex) in pwMS. Investi-
gating structural retinal integrity with OCT, we detected no relevant
loss of RNFL and GCIPL in comparison to controls. Descriptive sta-
tistics are given in Table 1.
3.2 | Behavioral performance and transition from
unconscious to conscious processing
To determine performance and regional brain activation during con-
scious and unconscious processing of visual information, all partici-
pants performed the backward masking paradigm. The reaction time
(rt) of pwMS was longer during late SOAs (>50 ms) (rtpwMS = 0.41
± 0.24 s, rtHC = 0.33 ± 0.20 s, p < .001; Figure 2a) thus rather during
conscious processing but not during unconscious processing
(rtpwMS = 0.47 ± 0.23 s, rtHC = 0.47 ± 0.22 s, p = .504). The objective
performance revealed lower accuracy in pwMS over all SOA (pwMS
54.7%, HC 68.0%, p < .001, Figure 2b), that is, during unconscious
and conscious processing. Moreover, we computed the delay between
stimuli and mask that determines the transition from unconscious
to conscious processing. At the group level, we determined the
pwMS' inflection point (i.e., sudden increment of the performance
that shows the access to conscious states) above a SOA of 50 ms,
while HC showed conscious processing already above 16 ms after
a short preconscious period (Figure 2c). On an individual level,
the transition in controls occurred on average after 57.8 ms
(SD = 26.3 ms) while we observed a significant later access in pwMS
(mean = 74.2 ms, SD = 23.6 ms, p = .014). There were objective per-
formances above chance during unconscious processing indicating
subliminal processing (i.e., receiving the information without con-
scious awareness) (Figure 2c).
3.3 | Association between anterior visual system
integrity and access to conscious processing in pwMS
Next, we explored whether the individual access threshold to con-
sciousness was associated with important demographic and disease
characteristics (Figure 3). In pwMS, the inflection point increased with
longer disease duration (p < .001, β = .37) and disability (p < .001,
β = .24), but showed no association with other typical MS disability
outcomes including hand function and walking. Notably, neither visual
acuity nor VEP or loss of retinal nerval integrity was clearly associated
with accuracy (Figure S2) or the inflection point (Figure 3). However,
inflection point slightly differed between pwMS (mean = 83 ms,
SD = 20.8 ms) and those without a history of optic neuritis
(mean = 66 ms, SD = 23.6 ms), but this was only a tendency (p = .05).
Please note that, the inflection point did not show a relation with
SDMT performance (Figure 3). However, we observed a strong associ-
ation between SDMT and accuracy (p < .001, β = .39) once pwMS
accessed conscious processing, that is, if the delay between stimulus
and mask was longer than 50 ms (Figure 4b), while there was no asso-
ciation for unconscious processing (SOA below 50 ms, p = .056,
β = −.072, Figure 4a). In HC, we observed no correlation between the
inflection point and any of the other outcomes.
3.4 | Brain activation differs between pwMS and
controls for unconscious but not for conscious
processing
Next, we analyzed BOLD signal fluctuations as an indicator of local
brain activation during the task. Overall, the activation pattern was
similar in pwMS and HC (Figure 5a,b): Anterior cingulate, precentral
gyrus, thalamus, inferior parietal, and insular cortex were the main
activated regions. To distinguish altered brain activation, we com-
pared the contrast between pwMS and HC for conscious and uncon-
scious processing separately. During unconscious processing, there
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was decreased activation in bilateral precuneus (L; p = .001, R;
p = .038), bilateral posterior cingulated gyrus (L; p = .019, R; p = .032),
left middle (p = .032), and superior (p = .024) frontal gyrus, visual asso-
ciation area (p = .038) and extrastriate cortex (p = .038) in pwMS com-
pared with HC (Figure 5c and Table 2). However, the groups did not
differ during conscious processing.
3.5 | Regional loss of cortical thickness in not
associated with delayed access to consciousness
After proving altered brain activation during unconscious processing
in MS, we analyzed the association between behavioral results and
altered brain structure. First, we determined the loss of gray matter
by comparing cortical thickness between pwMS and HC. We found
several regions with reduced cortical thickness, namely left caudal
middle frontal, lateral occipital, inferior temporal, lingual, precuneus,
and right inferior parietal, isthmus of the cingulate gyrus, precentral
and parahippocampal cortex (p < .001, Figure S3A). However, there
was no correlation between cortical thickness and the inflection point
in MS (Figure S3B).
3.6 | Structural connections associated with the
time to access conscious processing
Global structural connectivity was lower in pwMS compared with
controls (p = .003, Figure S4). Lower global connectivity was corre-
lated with longer access to consciousness in pwMS (r = −.38, p = .042,
Figure S4). In contrast, we found positive correlation between global
structural connectivity and inflection point in controls (r = .52,
p < .001, Figure S4).
Next, we investigated which connections or subnetworks are
associated with delayed access to conscious processing in pwMS.
First, we extracted subnetworks that were correlated with the individ-
ual inflection point separately for each group. Here, we identified a
widespread subnetwork with the same 38 nodes in both groups and a
close overlap of edges (HC: 488, pwMS: 460; Figure S5 for pwMS;
Table S2). In a second step, we applied NBS again to determine which
of the connections in this subnetwork differed significantly between
the groups. We identified a smaller network with 12 nodes and
10 edges with reduced structural connectivity in pwMS in comparison
to HC (Figure 6a). This network included the primary visual cortex,
subcortical gray matter, cortical areas associated with the so-called
TABLE 1 Demographic and clinical information of people with MS and healthy controls
MS HC
p valueN = 30 (19 RRMS, 8 PPMS, 3 SPMS) N = 34
Age years 44.1 (9.4) 45.4 (8.7) .559
Sex (F/M) 15/15 20/14 .452
Education n (>12/<12 years) 17/13 – –
Disease duration years 8.6 (6.4) – –
EDSS median (interquartile range) 2.5 (2.5) – –
Optic neuritis n 13
SDMT correct answers 57.3 (8.7) – –
SDMT SD of norm data 1.5
NHPT s 22.3 (4.8) – –
T25FW s 4.6 (1.5) – –
Low contrast visual acuity (Sloan charts at 2.5%)
correct answers
17.9 (9.4) 28.2 (5.2) <.001
High contrast visual acuity median (range) 0.95 (0.45–1.25) 1.0 (0.58–1.25) .278
Area under the log contrast sensitivity function 1.10 (0.25) 1.28 (0.17) .003
Visual evoked potential ms 118 (8.1) 113 (8.5) .077
GCIPL volume mm3 0.3 (0.02) 0.3 (0.02) .482
Peripapillary RNFL thickness μm 12.1 (3.4) 11.2 (2.9) .416
Total brain volume ml 1,590 (146) 1,543 (139) .181
White matter volume ml 477 (57) 482 (57) .691
Gray matter volume ml 653 (61) 648 (58) .733
Note: Data are given as mean (SD) if not otherwise indicated. Group differences were compared with the student t test. Chi square test was used for sex
comparison. SDMT values were reported as SD from available norm data adjusted for sex, age, and education. Results are FDR corrected. Bold p values
indicate a significant difference between patients and controls.
Abbreviations: EDSS, expanded disability status scale; F/M, female/male; GCIPL, Ganglion cell/inner plexiform layer; HC, healthy controls; ml, milliliter;
mm, millimeter; ms, millisecond; MS, multiple sclerosis; n, number; NHPT, nine hole peg test; PPMS, primary progressive MS; RNFL, retinal nerve fiber
layer; RRMS, relapsing remitting MS; s, second; SD, standard deviation; SDMT, symbol digit modalities test; SPMS, secondary progressive MS; T25FW,
time 25 food walk; μm, micrometer.
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dorsal stream, and insular areas (Figure 6a). Progressive loss of node
connectivity (Figure 6b) and edge strength (Figure 6c), defined as the
difference between individual strength in patients and mean values
from controls, were related with longer time to access consciousness.
On the nodal level, three of the top four correlated nodes were
located in the primary visual area, including right occipital pole (r =
−.39, p = .029), left occipital middle (r = −.38, p = .038) and right
occipital superior gyrus (r = −.38, p = .037) (Figure 6b). Precuneus as
the forth node is rather part of the unconscious processing pathway
in the dorsal stream (left precuneus, r = −.37, p = .045, Figure 6b). On
an edge level, the inflection point correlated strongest with the con-
nection between a primary visual area (right superior occipital gyrus)
and the insula (right circular inferior insula sulcus) (r = −.39, p < .050
FDR corrected, Figure 6c).
We also wanted to show the regional change of whole brain
white matter bundles and the relationship between the mean FA of
the ROIs specified based on the regional changes and behavioral
inflection point. There was widespread lower FA in MS compared
with controls, such as bilateral inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus
(IFOF), inferior longitudinal fasciculus (ILF), uncinate fasciculus,
superior longitudinal fasciculus, anterior thalamic radiation, optic radi-
ation, genu, body and splenium of the corpus callosum
(CC) (Figure 7a, p < .05 FWE corrected). Notable, we found that lower
FA in the splenium of CC was negatively correlated with the behav-
ioral inflection point (i.e., lower FA indicates longer access to con-
sciousness; p = .035, β = −.37, Figure 7b) in MS. Controls did not
show such correlation in splenium of CC; however, there was negative
correlation between the behavioral inflection point and right anterior
thalamic radiation (p = .030, β = −.36) as well as positive correlation
with right IFOF (p = .029, β = .36) in controls (Figure 7b).
In addition, we performed a post hoc analysis investigating the
association between the inflection point and the strength of connec-
tivity between those brain regions that have shown a decreased acti-
vation during the unconscious part of the fMRI task. However,
connection strength as estimated with mean FA values was not corre-
lated with the inflection point, neither in pwMS nor in controls.
4 | DISCUSSION
In our cohort of pwMS, unconscious processing was associated with
lower activation in both dorsal and ventral stream, but an association
F IGURE 2 Distinction between
unconscious and conscious processing.
(a) Reaction time within the 2 s trial
duration for each stimulus onset
asynchrony (SOA) during the fMRI
experiment is given for pwMS (orange)
and healthy controls (blue). (b) Objective
performance (accuracy) obtained during
fMRI experiment is shown for each SOA.
Accuracy is given as a percentage of
correct answer of comparison the target
number with 5. (c) Objective
performance obtained during fMRI
experiment is plotted as a nonlinear
function of stimulus onset asynchrony
(SOA) which is seen as black lines.
Dashed lines show the inflection point
for controls (blue) and pwMS (orange).
Horizontal red dashed line indicates
chance point. Accuracy is given as a
percentage of the correct answer of
comparison the target number with 5 at
8 different SOAs. Blue circle and orange
triangle indicate median of the objective
performance at each SOA for healthy
controls and pwMS
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with disrupted structural connectivity was only detected within the
dorsal stream. Here, unconscious performance was independent from
conscious information processing and structurally not linked to corti-
cal thinning. Moreover, we observed no strong association between
affection of the anterior visual system and conscious access during a
task with a high demand on fast visual input processing. In contrast,
loss of structural connectivity between the primary visual and insula
reflected the strongest association with the delay in conscious per-
ception in pwMS. Overall, our study indicates that the transition from
unconscious to conscious processing of visual information is impaired
in MS and that it seems to be associated with reduced structural con-
nectivity between primary visual areas and high-level regions. How-
ever, the overall performance of upstream pathways including the
anterior visual system seems rather robust against MS pathology.
Here, we could confirm previous MS studies (Reuter et al., 2007,
2009) showing delayed conscious access in MS. This supports the idea
that the unconscious processing is important for MS. In our MS
cohort, the delay was independent from the general cognitive perfor-
mance as estimated with the SDMT—a common test to evaluate cog-
nition in pwMS (Nygaard et al., 2015). Visual and hand functioning did
not show an effect on the task. Since the unconscious thought affects
the real-life events such as decision-masking, judgments, attitude for-
mation, impression formation, driving and creativity (Dijksterhuis,
2019; Dijksterhuis & Strick, 2016; Ito & Yamazaki, 2016), exploring
unconscious processing might be useful for counseling pwMS. Block
(Block, 2005) clarified the term “access consciousness” by addressing
the fact that, conscious information is accessible to various cognitive
processors (i.e., working memory, motor behavior, or verbal reporting)
F IGURE 3 Access to conscious processing in people with Multiple Sclerosis (pwMS) correlates with disability and disease duration but not
with anterior visual system integrity. Relationship between individual behavioral inflection point and neurological and visual assessments. X axis
represents the behavioral inflection point. Y axis indicates the measured values of a specific assessment given as title of each graph. Age and
disease duration after first syndrome are given in years. Orange and blue indicate pwMS and healthy controls, respectively. EDSS = expanded
disability status scale; SDMT = symbol digit modalities test; NHPT = nine hole peg test; T25FW = time 25 food walk; VA5m = high contrast visual
acuity; VASloan2.5 = low contrast visual acuity (Sloan charts at 2.5%), AULCSF = the area under the log contrast sensitivity function;
VEP100 = visual evoked potential, GCIPL = ganglion cell/inner plexiform layer; RNFL = retinal nerve fiber layer
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in contrast to unconscious information. The distinctions are also
explained by two theories such as global neuronal workspace (GNW)
(Mashour, Roelfsema, Changeux, & Dehaene, 2020) and information
integration theory (IIT) (Tononi, Boly, Massimini, & Koch, 2016),
suggesting that unconscious process is local and encapsulated while
conscious process is interactive by global broadcasting to other pro-
cessors. In line with previous findings, SDMT was related to accuracy
during consciousness, but did not cover unconscious processing.
Moreover, we observed an association with disease duration and dis-
ability indicating a progressive loss of conscious access abilities in
MS. Taken together, the behavioral results of our study suggest that
unconscious processing of information, represents an independent
dimension of cognitive functions in pwMS.
In our study, there was decreased activation only during uncon-
scious processing. Specifically, visual, precuneus, posterior cingulate
and frontal areas showed reduced activation during unconscious
processing of the information, which makes sense because the supe-
rior frontal and intraparietal cortex interacts with the dorsal stream
during normal vision to divert the attention to the unexpected or
salience events (Corbetta & Shulman, 2002). In addition, these regions
are part of the default mode network which is de-activated during
cognitive tasks, but active during rest (Buckner & DiNicola, 2019). The
importance of the DMN for understanding cognitive impairment in
MS has been described before (Rocca et al., 2017; van Geest
et al., 2018; Veréb et al., 2020) and lower activity of DMN regions
(i.e., middle and superior frontal, superior temporal, precuneus, cingu-
late gyrus) has been also considered as an indicator of conscious
impairment (Crone et al., 2011) and as well as information processing
speed (Chen et al., 2020; van Geest et al., 2018). In our MS cohort,
decreased activation in DMN regions was peculiar to unconscious
processing and not detectable during conscious processing. These
regions are known as responsible for encoding the specific informa-
tion even before they enter consciousness (Soon, He, Bode, &
Haynes, 2013). In addition, since the prefrontal cortex, precuneus and
cingulate cortex are known to rule and maintain conscious processing
as well as control of behavior, the reduction of their functionality
may lead to delayed consciousness in pwMS (Luppi et al., 2019;
Panagiotaropoulos, Dwarakanath, & Kapoor, 2020; Van Gaal &
Lamme, 2012). Although these regions have their own functionality
and specificity, they are also densely connected with each other
(Barttfelda et al., 2015; Markov et al., 2013). However, they seem also
especially vulnerable to MS pathology (Stellmann et al., 2017). There-
fore, any information detected by one of them may activate the
others quickly and the disruption of one of these hubs may cause a
serial decreased activation resulting as disrupted unconscious
processing of information. Further studies may investigate direct asso-
ciation between the functional activation and dynamic change of the
connectivity that are correlated with unconscious processing of the
information.
Here, global structural connectivity was associated with task per-
formance and delayed access to consciousness in MS. However, such
an association indicates that both parameters are progressively
altered with disease severity and provide no specific information.
Focal lesions do not cause complete loss of conscious processing but
it disrupts the neurons or their interconnectivity that are relied on
GNW (Mashour et al., 2020). In MS, focal lesions in the visual system
(for example optic neuritis or focal lesion in the visual tracts) can lead
to altered functional connectivity of the visual system and translate
into long-range neurodegeneration through trans-synaptic degenera-
tion (Backner et al., 2018; Gabilondo et al., 2014). The only MS study
conducted in very early MS patients with normal VEP showed that
the damage was mainly located in the right dorsolateral frontal fascic-
ulus and occipito-frontal fasciculus (Reuter et al., 2009). Even though
we also found a relation between the inflection point and right infe-
rior fronto-occipital fasciculus in healthy controls, we observed no
strong association between delayed access to conscious processing
and disrupted structural connectivity in frontal regions in our cohort
of pwMS. Instead, we located strong damage in splenium of corpus
F IGURE 4 SDMT correlates
only with task accuracy during
consciousness in pwMS. (a) Lack
of association between the
accuracy obtained during
unconscious processing (SOA
≤ 50) and SDMT scores.
(b) SDMT shows a strong
correlation with the accuracy of
patient (p < .001, β = .39) during
consciousness of pwMS
(SOA > 50 ms)
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F IGURE 5 Brain activation differs between people with Multiple Sclerosis (pwMS) and healthy controls for unconscious but not for conscious
processing. (a) Fixed effect of the masking experiment specified as whole SOA versus rest in pwMS. Red-yellow areas show the brain regions
activated by masking experiment in pwMS (FWE corrected). (b) Fixed effect of the masking experiment specified as whole SOA versus rest in
healthy controls (HC). Red-yellow areas show the brain regions activated by masking experiment in HC (FWE corrected). (c) Comparison of the
contrasts of unconscious and neutral (1–1) between pwMS (SOA < = 50) and HC (SOA < = 16 ms). Decreased activation (yellow) during
unconscious processing in pwMS compared with HC. Numbers that are shown by red arrows are indicating the significant regions given in
Table 2. Displayed in “neurological” convention, That is, the left hemisphere is shown on the left. L = Left hemisphere; R = Right hemisphere
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TABLE 2 Decreased functional activation during unconscious processing during the visual backward masking experiment versus fixation
periods in people with MS compared with healthy controls
Number Region Functional system p (FWE-corr) k Peak Z Peak T MNI coordinates {mm}
1 Left precuneus Dorsal stream .001 146 5.53 4.99 -6 −46 44
2 Right precuneus Dorsal stream .038 17 5.01 4.59 14 −59 26
3 Left superior frontal gyrus Frontal .024 21 5.25 4.77 −24 32 48
4 Left middle frontal gyrus Frontal .032 21 5.07 4.64 −26 20 54
5 Right posterior cingulate cortex Limbic .032 17 5.05 4.62 2 −34 33
6 Left posterior cingulate gyrus Limbic .019 6 5.12 4.68 −6 −36 38
7 Occipital cortex (visual association area) Primary visual .038 24 5.00 4.58 −14 −90 24
8 Occipital lobe (extrastriate cortex) Primary visual .038 22 4.98 4.57 18 −82 39
Note: Brain regions exhibiting a significant contribution (p < .050 corrected at cluster level; k > 0 voxels; threshold at voxel-level: p < .050 FWE-corrected) to the
decreased activation. The peaks within each identified cluster of activity are given as T and Z values. The numbers indicating regions are the same as in Figure 2c.
F IGURE 6 Structural connections associated with the time to access conscious processing. (a) Subnetworks of edges and nodes that show a
correlation with access to consciousness (inflection point) and differ between patients and controls. BrainNet plots illustrate the localization of
highly correlated (t > 3.1, p < .050) nodes in the brain. The color bar describes whether a node belongs to the visual system or not (based on the
location). L = Left hemisphere; R = Right hemisphere. (b) Top 4 out of 10 correlations between the inflection point and the loss of connectivity of
the nodes in patients. Loss of strength quantified by subtracting mean values from controls from individual values in pwMS. (c) Only one
correlation between the inflection point and the edge strength (connections; pwMS—mean (HC))
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callosum related to longer access to consciousness in pwMS. In addi-
tion, decreased connectivity between the right primary visual area
and the insula was correlated with later access to consciousness in
pwMS. Visual information are transferred form the right to left hemi-
sphere via the CC (i.e., a bridge between two hemispheres) (Volz &
Gazzaniga, 2017). Damage in the right hemisphere effects both intra-
hemispheric and interhemispheric connections related to self-
awareness (Morin, 2017). Daini (2019) states that the consciousness
not only rely on the hemispheric damages, but also on the integrity of
corpus callosum that can cause the lack of access to left hemisphere.
The most posterior part of the CC, the splenium, plays a crucial role in
consciousness because of its location (i.e., connecting occipital, poste-
rior parietal and inferior temporal cortices of the left and right hemi-
spheres) and fiber composition (i.e., the posterior splenium has thicker
fibers that combine the hemi-representation of the visual field)
(Blaauw & Meiners, 2020). In splenial pathology, the lack of informa-
tion transfer (i.e., visuospatial or auditory) between the occipito-tem-
poral–parietal cortices of both hemisphere along with disruption of
cerebral networks can differ the consciousness (Blaauw &
Meiners, 2020). Consistently, impaired cerebral network between pri-
mary visual-insula in the right hemisphere along with the damage in
the splenium of CC might cause delayed conscious access in MS.
Several limitations of our small and cross-sectional study have to
be considered. The sample size restricted our ability to detect differ-
ence for certain outcomes such as for OCT between the eye with and
without a history of ON. Nevertheless, we used multiple comparison
correction (Chen, Lu, & Yan, 2018). Moreover, we did not include a
formal testing of handedness, which may influence the performance,
F IGURE 7 Lower fractional anisotropy in people with Multiple Sclerosis (pwMS) is related with longer access to consciousness.
(a) Widespread lower fractional anisotropy (FA) in pwMS compared with controls. Green color indicates mean FA skeleton, red indicates lower FA
in pwMS than controls. (b) Correlation between mean FA of each ROI and the behavioral inflection point (only significant correlation is illustrated)
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especially the reaction time. However, responses during the task were
randomly and equally distributed on both hands, there was no reac-
tion time difference between the hands, and we used accuracy not
reaction time as the main outcome. Nevertheless, we cannot rule out
that handedness might have partially influenced our fMRI results in
the motor system. In addition, neuropsychological assessment was
limited by using only the SDMT which is mainly a test for information
processing speed and might have missed impairment in other cogni-
tive domains. However, SDMT is widely accepted as valuable screen-
ing test in MS and can thus be considered as informative with regard
to the overall cognitive performance (Benedict et al., 2017). In addi-
tion, the lack of some clinical evaluation of controls limited the identi-
fication of impairments such as hand functioning or SDMT. We did
not control the results with education information likewise previous
studies, which may cause a limitation. The task was designed to mea-
sure only objective performance (accuracy). Even though it is known
that accuracy is highly correlated with subjective rating of conscious-
ness (Reuter et al., 2007, 2009), the objective inflection point remains
a proxy of the true threshold that can only be determined subjec-
tively. We were not able to perform functional connectivity analysis in
the current study, further studies may look into this issue further. The
study was limited in highlighting the positive correlations in healthy
controls. In a recent study, it has been claimed that there is a negative
correlation between the conscious access threshold and structural
connectivity within the predefined GNW theory bundles when the
groups (controls and patients) are combined (Berkovitch et al., 2021).
However, our study was not designed to investigate the impact of
structural connectivity on conscious access in healthy individuals. The
lower performance at higher connectivity might indicate a less effi-
cient organization of the network (Meijer, Steenwijk, Douw, Scho-
onheim, & Geurts, 2020).
In our study, pwMS showed delayed conscious access, seen as a
decrease activation during unconscious processing compared with
controls. Prolonged conscious access was related with lower struc-
tural connection between primary visual and insula in the right hemi-
sphere and decreased FA in the splenium of CC. Taken together,
prolonged conscious access correlates rather with structural connec-
tivity between primary visual areas and high-level cortical regions than
on the anterior visual system in MS. Moreover, a reduced activation
pattern during unconscious processing of visual information showed
an overlap with the default mode network, which has been linked to
several cognitive functions in MS. This is important for MS because
disrupted unconscious processes seems to be involved in the pattern
of cognitive functions and that may explain the difficulties in daily life
experience of pwMS. Our study indicates that the impaired transition
of unconscious stimuli to conscious processing seems relevant in MS
and could be also important for other cognitive domains such as
attention and working memory.
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